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Abstract:
The use of akhaans (proverbs) is a quality of a rich

language: as a rich language Punjabi has a vast

source of Punjabi akhaans (proverbs). Bulleh

Shah is one of the greatest sufi poets of Punjabi

language. The poetry of Bulleh Shah reflects

different aspects of life in a comprehensive way by

using punjabi proverbs (akhaans). This article

reflects an impressive view of the affective use of

akhaans (proverbs) in the Poetry of Bulleh Shah as

the reflecter of vast and meaningful aspects of life

in a shorter and comprehensive way.







 
 




 

  


 
 







 
 

 





 
 


 


 









  



 

  


 


  





   


 
 


 

 

 








   

 
 
 

 



 



   

 


 






 





 






 



 













 




 
 


 

 
 









 







  









  


 



 




 








 
 




 


  



 















  







 

 














 







 

 
 




 


 
 
 
 

  
 
 










 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






